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AmCON 
(AmRRON CONdition)  

(Threat level relative to Conventional communications disruptions and guidance for action) 

This chart was inspired by the folks at http://griddowncomms.blogspot.com 

 

LEVEL ACTION 

1 
ACTIVE INCIDENT 

 Conduct AmRRON Nets according to the Emergency Net Schedule.  
Make adjustments based on the situation.   

 If you don’t hear a net starting, announce yourself and state that you 
are standing by.  

 You are encouraged to transmit, even if you think no one is listening .  
Relay any information that you have.  Others are depending on it. 

 Monitor all bands (including CH3) according to SOI schedule unless you 
hear otherwise.  

2 
Incident 

IMMINENT 

 Disruption of communications expected or highly likely 

 Conduct a ‘test’ net among group and regional or national network as 
situation requires 

 Develop a net schedule that seems to best fit the situation 

 Monitor all sources and keep group briefed on developments 

 Prepare all equipment for operation or evacuation 

 Review radio operations with family/group.  Maintain regular contact 
with group using conventional communications 

3 
Incident Probable 

 Increased probability of interruption of conventional 
communications.  Not imminent however 

 Finalize plans with family/friends/Network for ‘what-if’ 

 Monitor radio traffic & increase frequency of nets as necessary. 

 Maintenance/Checks on fuel, back-up power, batteries, etc. 

 Review comms plan and with your area/regional network to make 
necessary adjustments.   

4 
Incident Possible  

 Possible near-future interruption of conventional comms 

 Inventory, locate, and assemble all comm equipment. 

 Increase  monitoring of situational developments (News) 

 Make phone & email contacts to keep everyone in your network 
informed.  Use conventional communications  while available.  

 Continue with regularly-scheduled nets 

5 
No Incident 

 No known or anticipated threat to communications 

 Conduct Regularly-scheduled Nets 1st & 3rd Week – monthly 

 Monitor radio frequencies and maintain proficiency 

 Check into local/regional ham nets, or monitor if unlicensed 

 Develop and expand current nets and training sessions 

http://griddowncomms.blogspot.com/
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Something to think about… 

If it all went down tomorrow, how would you stay informed?  Connected?  How 

would you inform others of life-saving information? 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
First of all, this is not intended to be a comprehensive guide for EMCOMM (Emergency 
Communications).  As the sub-title states, it is a Quick Reference for the Communicator.  This 
SOI was produced to assist in the standardization of communications among the prepper, 
patriot, and Redoubt communities, to increase the probability of connecting with like-minded 
groups and individuals in a major regional or national catastrophic event.  
    
More specifically, this guide was designed to assist AmRRON (American Redoubt Radio 
Operators Network) operators, and other communicators, with the task of conducting 
communications operations.  This will aid in the response to an event and, especially, provide 
the communications infrastructure for the recovery and rebuilding efforts afterward. 
 
The AmRRON communications plan is a standardized communications protocol.  It is NOT 
intended to be the ‘end all’ communications plan for your family or group.  Every group, 
whether family, retreat group, community organization, militia, churches, etc. should have their 
own internal communications plan.   
 
Every family or group should identify at least one individual to become the communications 
expert (Communicator/Operator) for your group.  The group can collectively strive toward 
setting minimum communications capability goals and then grow from there.  As a minimum, 
you should have the capability to A) communicate among your own group and B) be able to 
receive communications in every band and mode (Scanner, local Ham, Regional and national 
Ham, commercial broadcasting, and shortwave radio broadcasts from across the country and 
around the world).  
 
Licensed Ham operators (formally, Amateur Radio operators) are inherently connected and 
informed during emergencies when conventional communications are disrupted.  This usually 
leaves the non-ham operators disconnected and uninformed.  There are comparatively very 
few licensed ham operators among the populace, but there are many citizens in every 
community who can act as eyes and ears.  These citizens often have no way of receiving 
valuable, life-saving information, and even less capable of relaying important information to 
someone who could disseminate that information widely to others, such as Hams. 
    
AmRRON is changing that.  With the development of the CH3 Project, Ham operators are now 
linked with non-licensed communicators using FRS, MURS, and CB radios to pass information in 
both directions.  What was originally envisioned as a regional (American Redoubt) 
communications network is now becoming continental.  Local Ham 2m/non-ham CH3 nets are 
forming across the country.  In early 2014, AmRRON merged with TAPRN (The American 
Preparedness Radio Emergency Network) to form one of the largest standardized 
patriot/prepper communications networks in North America.   
 
We hope we never need to use it in a real-world situation, but the world is changing. 
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Section 1 

ICE (In Case of Emergency)  “What do I do?!?” 
As it pertains to communications during AmCON 1: 

 What frequency/channel do I turn to? 

 What am I listening for? 

 Should I say anything back?  What should I say? 

 Who do I talk to? 

 How can I tell if I’m talking to friend or foe? 

 

Do you have cell phone service?  If so…   

- TEXT instead of calling.  Texts will go through when voice will not, just like ham radio.   

Because of limited back-up generator fuel during disaster situations, cell phone towers may stay 

operational for a limited time; HOWEVER, traffic becomes extremely heavy, which often 

overloads the system. 
 

Listen for AmRRON Operator traffic: (Listen for the words “AmRRON” or “TAPRN”) 

- Channel 3 on FRS, MURS, and CB radios every hour, on the hour, for at least 2 to 5 minutes 

before and after the hour.  Then turn the radio off to conserve batteries unless you have 

abundant power.  

If you don’t hear anyone, then YOU call out and share any information you may have gathered.  

Others may hear you fine, but you may be unable to hear them! 
 

Don’t have a two-way radio?  You can monitor CH3 using a: 

 Scanner – FRS & MURS Radio Traffic 

 Shortwave Radio – CB Radio traffic 
 

- 2m Ham (Voice) – 146.420  AmRRON Operators will be making contact, at minimum, every hour 

on the hour in an ongoing emergency situation. 
 

In order to receive voice communications requires: 

 Scanner or 2m Ham radio 

 

- 2m Ham (Digital) – 144.500  

o Digital Mode: MT-63 using fldigi Software   

o 1,200 over on the waterfall…………………………………….. 

 

In order to receive digital, requires:  

 Scanner or Ham Radio 

 Small computer with fldigi running 

 Audio patch cable from radio speaker to computer’s microphone ‘IN.’ 

-Or- ear buds plugged into radio and taped to computer’s internal microphone. 

Click your mouse at 1,200 Hz 

On the Waterfall 
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You do not need to be an AmRRON member to use this system. 

This is for communicating with all like-minded Preppers, Patriots, and Redoubters. 

ICE (In Case of Emergency)  Continued… 

 

Listen for AmRRON Operator traffic: (Listen for the words “AmRRON,” “Redoubter,” or “TAPRN”) 

2-8 – 2-8   

- HF (High Frequency) VOICE aka. Shortwave Radio (with Single Side Band). 

  -And- 

- HF (High Frequency) DIGITAL     

o Refer to Emergency Net Schedules, beginning on Page 15 

o Nets begin every 6 hours (four times daily)  

o 2-8 – 2-8  (2am, 8am, 2pm, 8pm Zulu Time)   
 

To receive-only on HF voice, you need: 

o HF Ham Radio Transceiver w/Single Side Band 

o Or Shortwave Radio Receiver w/Single Side Band capability and a LONG wire antenna.   
 

To receive-only on HF digital, you will need one of the two listed above, and: 

o Small computer with fldigi software installed and operating 

o Audio patch cable from radio headphone jack to computer microphone ‘IN’ or ear bud 

from radio taped to internal computer microphone 

 

Listen for Emergency Disaster Services for news and Updates: 

- NOAA Weather Alert Radio 

- ARES/RACES Amateur Radio Operator Nets in your area (see www.radioreference.com for 

listings in your area – before a disaster strikes).   

- Police/Fire/EMS Scanner 

 

WHAT AM I LISTENING FOR? 

     “AmRRON  X-Ray, this is…”  or “AmRRON  <your call sign>, this is…” 

Specifically, when you are trying to receive information from an AmRRON net or making contact 

with other AmRRON Operators, you should be listening for the words “AmRRON,” “Redoubter,” 

or “TAPRN” preceding someone’s call sign or mentioned in the preamble to a local net starting 

up.  This lets you know you’re at the right place. 

 

The new protocol is for AmRRON Operators and any like-minded individuals using this net or 

communications plan is to use the word “AmRRON” as a prefix, but you may also hear the other 

two terms used.   

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.radioreference.com/
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ICE (In Case of Emergency)  Continued… 

 

SHOULD I SAY ANYTHING BACK?  WHAT SHOULD I SAY? 

- Yes.  Let them know they’re getting through!  Even if they can’t hear you, someone else may be 

able to, and they may be able to relay your contact and code name/call sign to the AmRRON 

Operator.  (ALSO SEE Making a Radio Call)   

- Let them know who you are, and your general location, and give any useful information about 

the situation on the ground at your location.  What do you see?  Is there activity in your area?  Is 

everyone at your location okay?  Any pertinent information relating to the situation at hand. 

- REPEAT any valuable information that the AmRRON Operator gives you back to him/her.   

o This lets him know you received the information accurately 

o This allows others, who may not be able to copy the AmRRON Operator, to hear the 

same information 

WHO DO I TALK TO? 

- Feel free to talk to anyone you can contact.  Anyone can be a good source of information and 

assistance. 

- AmRRON Operators and others using AmRRON protocol/frequencies/times and who announce 

themselves as being associated with AmRRON. 

- MOST IMPORTANTLY!  Ensure OPSEC (OPerational SECurity) by not giving your specific 

location/status over the air, unless it is a dire emergency and you need help at your location  

(Like, you’re pinned under a vehicle and you were able to reach your radio and you’re going to 

die there if someone doesn’t come along and help you.)  

Even if you are talking with someone you know, you don’t know who else might be listening!   

“I’m a single mom and I’m with my teenage daughter and we’re stranded on a side road  

about ¼ mile south of the highway, at milepost 27, and we’re all alone!” 

 

That would be a NO GO!  …or an ambush.   

 

HOW DO I KNOW IF I’M TALKING TO FRIEND OR FOE? 

 Unless you personally know them, you don’t.  So exercise caution and common sense! 

- If you’re talking to someone using the term “Redoubter,” or “AmRRON,” that’s a GOOD sign. 

- If they can authenticate, that’s REALLY GOOD.  (See Authentication in section 6.3 – Page 28)   

- If you are doing a face-to-face linkup with someone for the first time: 

A)  Be armed 

B)  Have an armed person concealed, providing over-watch from cover 

C)  Agree to a location and have exit routes planned 

D)  If your gut tells you something isn’t right, listen to it.  You’re not OBLIGATED to link  

      up or communicate with anyone you’re not comfortable with. 

  E)  Be armed 
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Section 2   

 

OVERVIEW 
     This section covers some of the fundamentals of communications that are relevant to 

AmRRON/TAPRN/CH3 operations.  It is designed to bring the beginner or novice communicator up to a 

basic level of understanding.  This will be helpful in determining capabilities and limitations, and to help 

identify shortcomings and set goals for the communications operator or team.   

2.1  Communications Crash Course 
 

Here, we’re specifically talking about radio communications.  There are two primary modes of 

communications – Voice and Digital. Voice is often referred to in radio-speak as ‘Phone.’  Just so 

you’re not confused if you see that in your research elsewhere.  Voice is just that.  You key the 

mic and talk.  Your voice goes out over the airwaves and is received by another radio.  Simple.  

The other mode is Digital.  For simplification, we’ll include CW (Morse Code) in the Digital 

category.  Digital communications sounds like a modem, making a screeching, warbling sound 

to the ear.  That’s actually data being passed – Much like talking vs. texting on your cell phone.   

 

Voice: 

PROS:  Instant communications, allowing for quick feedback allowing for brief 

  exchange of information in a short amount of time. 

CONS:  Uses much more bandwidth, requiring more power to transmit and cannot travel 

as far as a digital message.  Not secure.  The bad guys instantly know the 

information you just transmitted.  

Digital: 

PROS:  Narrow bandwidth, requiring much less transmitting power to send a message 

  farther than voice.   Can often be received when voice cannot due to distance, 

atmospheric conditions, etc.  More secure than voice.  Bad guys need 

equipment, software, and skillsets to decode your traffic.   

 CONS:  Slower and more cumbersome than voice.  Requires additional equipment (small 

   laptop), software, and skillsets to operate.  Requires additional power and 

   logistics to operate.  Bad guys with the necessary equipment and skills can 

   receive your transmissions from farther distances.   
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More on Digital:  There are two Digital modes 

referenced in this SOI, plus CW.  They can be 

selected from the dropdown menu in your fldigi 

software as the screenshots (right) show. 

 Contestia 4/250:  HF Digital Nets 

 MT63 1000L:  2m Area/Local Digital Nets 

 CW:  HF Digital ‘CW’ Nets 

 

 

Important Notes: 

- Make sure to set the proper audio settings [configure] then  

[sound card] then [port audio] to match your computer Audio 

- When TX on 2m (144.500 MHz), set to ‘FM’ (see figure on right) 

- USB Soundcard, such as Signalink, provides best performance,  

but an audio patch cable from radio to computer works well for 

simply receiving 

You do NOT need to be licensed to receive digital communications!    

 

 

There are three Radio Waves we will be using for AmRRON:   

 

HF (High Frequency) 

3 – 30 MHz 

 

VHF (Very High Frequency) 

30 – 300 MHz 

 

UHF (Ultra High Frequency) 

300 – 3000 MHz (3 GHz) 

 

 

HF 

CB Radio (27 MHz) 

20m Ham (14 MHz) 

40m Ham (7.0 MHz)  

80m Ham (3.5 MHz) 

All other Ham HF 

Shortwave Brdcstng 

VHF 

2m Ham (146 MHz) 

MURS (152 MHz) 

Police-Fire-EMS-Public 

             Services (varies) 

Marine (157 MHz) 

FM Broadcasting - 

88-108 MHz) 

UHF 

70cm Ham (440 MHz) 

FRS (462 & 467 MHz) 

Police-Fire-EMS-Public 

           Services (varies) 

Business 

 

MF 

 

AM commercial 

broadcasting uses 

535kHz to 1,605kHz 

 

1,600 kHz = 1.6 MHz 
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Single Side Band (SSB)  

There are two sides to the bandwidth of a signal: 

USB (Upper Side Band) 

LSB (Lower Side Band) 

 

Using both sides of the band at once is called AM (Amplitude Modulation) 

 

SSB is used for transmitting both Voice and Digital, mostly used in HF bands. 

 

SSB allows your signal to ride along one side of the band, requiring 

less power to push your signal farther.  It narrows (squeezes) the 

information traveling through the airwaves to one side of the band, 

and this is why you can talk to someone in New Zealand from central 

Montana on a 20m frequency.  It’s especially useful with weak signals 

or poor band conditions, but can be used any time and is what Ham operators almost always 

transmit on when using the HF bands.   

 

As a minimum you must have a shortwave radio with Single Side Band capabilities to be able to 

receive these transmitted signals.   
 

2.2  Communications Gear (an Overview) 
 

There are three basic types of radios: 

1.  Transceivers:  Two-way communications – Transmit and Receive  

 - Ham Radios (aka. Ham ‘Rigs’), FRS, MURS, CBs, cell phones, etc. 

2.  Transmitters:  One way – OUT.  Transmit only 

 - Dakota Alert, FM broadcast transmitters, motion sensors, personal emergency beacon 

3.  Receivers:  One way – IN.  Receive only.   

 - Scanners, AM/FM radios, Shortwave radios, pagers, weather station receivers, etc. 

 

Additional Equipment: (don’t forget the antenna cable adapter for your handheld radio!)  

A)  Antenna.  IT’S ALL ABOUT THE ANTENNA!  Invest in this area by purchasing or building, and: 

      - Mount outdoors and as high as possible for best performance 

      - Shortwave antennas should be as long as possible (up to 200’) strung outside in horizontal loop,  

         whenever possible/practical. 

      - Use Ferrite Chokes at antenna cable connection points when possible, especially when using  

         digital communications.  This helps eliminate RF (radio frequency) interference from electronics.  

     -  Ground the antenna when possible/practical or applicable 
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B) Antenna Tuner: Enables the use of one long antenna for operating on multiple bands.  Used primarily 

      for HF Transceivers. 

C) Soundcard/Soundcard Interface:  Such as Signalink brand soundcard.  This is necessary for your radio 

      to work together with your computer when sending/receiving digital communications. 

D) Power Supply:  Enables you to power 12v-13.8v DC equipment (such as Ham radios) with 110v AC  

      power source, such as a wall outlet (grid-up) or generator.  

E)  Inverter:  Supplies 110v AC from 12v DC Deep Cycle RV (or auto) battery/battery bank. 

F)  Computer:  Such as small laptop, netbook, or Raspberry Pi.  Necessary for operating digital  

      communications software, such as fldigi. 

 

 

Overview of Radio Capabilities 
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My Device  

FRS X     T   T X  R  

MURS  X    T   T X    

CB   X T *T         

Shortwave Rcvr. 
(No SSB) 

  R          R 

Shortwave Rcvr. 
w/ SSB 

  *
R 

       R  R 

Scanner (800MHz) 
Police/Fire/EMS 

R R     R R R R  R  

2m Ham      T X  X X    

70cm Ham      T  X X X    

Dual Band Ham      T X X X X    

Baofeng-type 
Dual-Band 

X X    T X X X X  R  

HF Ham on SSB   R  T      X  R 

FM Broadcast 
Transmitter 

     T    T    

AM Broadcast 
Transmitter 

   T       T   

T – Transmit To Only                 R – Receive From Only                 X – Transmit and Receive 

*SSB Shortwave Radio required for listening to CB Radios transmitting on SSB 

NOTE:  Range of frequencies a scanner can receive varies by model.  Check your manufacturer’s specs. 

 

This chart is a general guideline and is not conclusive.  There are many variables and modifications that 
can affect a radio’s capabilities.     
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2.3  AmRRON/TAPRN (Hams & Relays) 
 

A network is only a “Network” if members can connect with each other.  The mechanism to connect 

them together is AmRRON.  In January, 2014, AmRRON joined with one of the most prominent Amateur 

Radio preparedness/patriot networks east of the Missouri –  TAPRN (The American Preparedness Radio 

Network).  After the merger between AmRRON and TAPRN, it is now a nationwide network of 

communicators linking regional and a growing number of local nets to form one large network through 

the internet, Ham Radio, and CH3 (the Channel 3 Project).  Made up of: 

HAMS:  Licensed Amateur Radio operators dedicated to connecting patriots/preppers in sharing 

information over radio. 

RELAYS:  Although Hams are Relays as well, a dedicated Relay is a non-licensed radio operator 

who monitors Ham traffic and CH3 traffic, and then relays pertinent information up and down the chain 

to act as a link between Hams and Non-Hams.  They monitor scanners, shortwave radios, Ham 

transceivers, CH3 frequencies, and commercial broadcasts.  

2.4  CH3 (The Channel ‘3’ Project) 
This refers to a standardized communications plan for the most commonly used non-Ham radio 

communications bands that do NOT require a license to operate.  These are: 

-  CB (Citizens Band) 

-  FRS (Family Radio Service) 

-  MURS (Multi-Use Radio Service) 

The standard is simple – 3,2,1.   Turn to Channel 

3 on any of these devices, attempt to make 

contact or check in to (or start) a local net for 2 

minutes on each side of the hour, every 1 hour.  

To conserve battery power, turn the radio off 

and attempt in the next hour. 

2.5  Locating Others (Before & After) 
 

The best time to locate other ARN and AmRRON/TAPRN members is BEFORE a disaster strikes.   

The Directory: 

Simply go to the Member Directory located at AmRRON.com and look for others listed in your 

area, or along your bug out/travel route.  Make a list and especially note the types of 

communications they have listed.  You want to make sure you have compatibility with other 

Redoubters that you hope to possibly link up with.   

http://www.amrron.com/
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You do not need to be an AmRRON member to use this system. 

This is for communicating with all like-minded Peppers, Patriots, and Redoubters. 

If you see another Redoubter listed in your community, you can also contact them by email to 

coordinate with them using the ARN/AmRRON protocol.   

Email AmRRON@RadioFreeRedoubt.com and type “Contact” in the subject line.  State your 

ARN/AmRRON Code Name and city (or county), and state, and request to be put in contact with 

(that person’s code name).  We will email them YOUR contact information and allow them to 

make the decision whether to make the contact, or not.   

 

NETS: 

The best way to meet other Redoubters is by participating in (or starting) a local AmRRON Net 

in your community.  You can participate in regional and even national nets as well.   

 

 

AFTER THE EVENT 

 

Use the standardized net schedule to determine times, frequencies, and modes.  Use the 

AmRRON protocols to clearly identify yourself as a Redoubter, and be listening for the same.  If 

you’re not sure, then authenticate him/her before linking up.  If you do link up with another 

Redoubter, face to face, always use caution until you are certain that he/she is actually who he 

says he is.  Security.  Security.  Security!   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPSEC NOTE 

Never blab your location out over the air.  Guide them close to your vicinity, especially in a place 

where you can observe them if you can.  Then give them instructions that bring them in closer.  They 

should be implementing  their own security plans as well, because they don’t know who you are.  

Don’t be offended or alarmed.  AmRRON Operators should expect this from each other and should 

appreciate it.   

mailto:AmRRON@RadioFreeRedoubt.com
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Section 3.1  AmRRON Frequency/Mode Plan 
BAND/ 

USE 
Description Frequency 

MHz 
Mode Notes 

80 Meter HF (Amateur Radio) 
80 Meters 

(State/ 
Regional) 

AmRRON  80 Meter  3.818 - LSB Voice 80m Nets used 
from 01 Nov. 

through 31 Mar.   
Contestia 4/250 
     (1200Hz center freq) 

3.588 - USB Digital 

CW (Morse Code) (Zero Beat) 3.545 +/- 1  QRM CW 

40 Meter HF (Amateur Radio)  

40 Meters 
(State/ 

Regional) 
 

AmRRON 40 Meter  7.242  - LSB Voice 40 Meter Nets 
used from  

01 Apr. through  
31 Oct. 

Contestia  4/250 
     (1200Hz center freq) 

7.110  - USB Digital 

CW (Morse Code) (Zero Beat) 7.055 +/- 1  QRM CW 

20 Meter HF (Amateur Radio) 
20 Meters 
(Continental) 

 

AmRRON 20 Meter  14.342 - USB Voice  

Contestia 4/250 
     (1200Hz center freq)  

14.110 - USB Digital +2 for QRM 

CW (Morse Code) (Zero Beat) 14.068 +/- 1 QRM CW +1/-3 for QRM 

2 Meter VHF (Amateur Radio) 

2 Meters 
(Local/Area) 

AmRRON 2 Meter 146.420   Voice Simplex 

2 Meters 
(Local/Area) 

AmRRON 2 Meter 144.500 Digital MT-63 1000L 

70cm UHF (Amateur Radio) 
70cm 

(Local/Area) 

AmRRON 70cm  446.025  Voice Simplex 

CH-3 (CHANNEL 3) PROJECT – No Licensing Required 

CB 
(Local) 

CH3 - Citizen Band  
 

26.985 Voice LSB (When using 
SSB) 

FRS 
(Local) 

CH3 - Family Radio Service 
 

462.6125 Voice No Sub-Channel 

MURS 
(Local) 

CH3 – Multi-Use Radio Service 151.940 Voice No Sub-Channel 

CB RADIO (Single SideBand) – No Licensing Required 

 
CB (SSB) 

(Local/Area) 

Channel 36 (SSB) 
Used same as  
CH3 CB (Time/Procedure)   

27.365 - LSB Voice LSB 
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CW OPERATIONS 
CW Contacts can take place on any of the 
Voice or Digital frequencies at any time.  There 
are no longer designated CW net time slots.   

Section 3.2   

 

 

EMERGENCY NET SCHEDULE (Net Windows Begin Every Six Hours)   

 

NOTE:  40 & 80 Meter Operations Determined by Season (See AmRRON Frequency/Mode Plan) 

 

 

*CH3 Channels 
CB    Channel 3 26.985 MHz 

FRS   Channel 3 462.6125 MHz 

MURS Channel 3 151.940 MHz 

Evening 
In Western United States 
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CW OPERATIONS 
CW Contacts can take place on any of the 
Voice or Digital frequencies at any time.  There 
are no longer designated CW net time slots.   
 

Section 3.3 

 

 

 

EMERGENCY NET SCHEDULE (Net Windows Begin Every Six Hours)   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

LATE NIGHT/EARLY MORNING 
In Western United States 
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CW OPERATIONS 
CW Contacts can take place on any of the 
Voice or Digital frequencies at any time.  There 
are no longer designated CW net time slots.   
 

 Section 3.4   

 

 

EMERGENCY NET SCHEDULE (Net Windows Begin Every Six Hours)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MORNING 
In Western United States 
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CW OPERATIONS 
CW Contacts can take place on any of the 
Voice or Digital frequencies at any time.  There 
are no longer designated CW net time slots.   
 

Section 3.5 

 

 

 

EMERGENCY NET SCHEDULE (Net Windows Begin Every Six Hours)   

 
 

 

 

MID-DAY 
In Western United States 
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Section 3.6   

 

AmRRON Net Clocks  (A visual aid to assist with the Emergency Net Schedule) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 40 & 80 meter clocks above reflect the Eastern and Mountain time zone schedules.  Because we 

have incorporate ‘rolling’ nets, Central and Mountain time zones will start voice nets on the HALF hour.  
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Section 4   

Using ZULU Time 
Most of the United States begins Daylight Saving Time at 2:00 a.m. on the second Sunday in 

March and reverts to standard time on the first Sunday in November. In the U.S., each time zone 

switches at a different time. 

To make the conversion to your local time, see the chart below. Find your local time in the 

first column. If you are on Eastern Daylight Saving Time (EDT), you would use the second 

column to find your Zulu Time/UTC. For instance, if it's 11 a.m. Eastern Daylight Saving 
Time in Washington, D.C., it's 1500 hours in Zulu time/UTC.  

 

 

 

LOCAL EDT EST CDT CST MDT MST PDT PST 

 
Mar-

Nov 

Nov-

Mar 

Mar-

Nov 

Nov-

Mar 

Mar-

Nov 

Nov-

Mar 

Mar-

Nov 

Nov-

Mar 

Midnight 0400 0500 0500 0600 0600 0700 0700 0800 

1 a.m. 0500 0600 0600 0700 0700 0800 0800 0900 

2 a.m. 0600 0700 0700 0800 0800 0900 0900 1000 

3 a.m. 0700 0800 0800 0900 0900 1000 1000 1100 

4 a.m. 0800 0900 0900 1000 1000 1100 1100 1200 

5 a.m. 0900 1000 1000 1100 1100 1200 1200 1300 

6 a.m. 1000 1100 1100 1200 1200 1300 1300 1400 

7 a.m. 1100 1200 1200 1300 1300 1400 1400 1500 

8 a.m. 1200 1300 1300 1400 1400 1500 1500 1600 

9 a.m. 1300 1400 1400 1500 1500 1600 1600 1700 

10 a.m. 1400 1500 1500 1600 1600 1700 1700 1800 

11 a.m. 1500 1600 1600 1700 1700 1800 1800 1900 

NOON 1600 1700 1700 1800 1800 1900 1900 2000 

1 p.m. 1700 1800 1800 1900 1900 2000 2000 2100 

2 p.m. 1800 1900 1900 2000 2000 2100 2100 2200 

3 p.m. 1900 2000 2000 2100 2100 2200 2200 2300 

4 p.m. 2000 2100 2100 2200 2200 2300 2300 2400 

5 p.m. 2100 2200 2200 2300 2300 2400 2400 0100 

6 p.m. 2200 2300 2300 2400 2400 0100 0100 0200 

7 p.m. 2300 2400 2400 0100 0100 0200 0200 0300 

8 p.m. 2400 0100 0100 0200 0200 0300 0300 0400 

9 p.m. 0100 0200 0200 0300 0300 0400 0400 0500 

10 p.m. 0200 0300 0300 0400 0400 0500 0500 0600 

11 p.m. 0300 0400 0400 0500 0500 0600 0600 0700 

LOCAL EDT EST CDT CST MDT MST PDT PST 

 

 

Time Zone Legend:  
 

EDT:  

Eastern Daylight Saving 

Time  

 

EST: 

Eastern Standard Time 

  

CDT: 

Central Daylight Saving 

Time  

 

CST: 

Central Standard Time  

 

MDT: 

Mountain Daylight Saving 

Time  

 

MST: 

Mountain Standard Time  

 

PDT = Pacific Daylight 

Saving Time  
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Section 5  

Regularly-Scheduled Nets – JOIN OR START A NET   
 

5.1  To Join an Existing Net: 
 

1. Determine your capabilities 
If you want to participate in: 

a. HF-High Frequency Bands (20m - national;  40m & 80m - state & regional) 
i. Two-way communications: 

1. *You must be: 
a. Licensed Ham w/ HF Transceiver (General class or higher) 

*Technicians can operate CW in designated portions on HF 
ii. Receive Only: Shortwave Radio Listeners and non-ham relays  

1. You must have: 
a. SSB-Single Side Band capable Shortwave Radio 

b. VHF/UHF (2m/70cm Bands Amateur Radio – Local/County) 
i. Two-way communications: 

1. You must be: 
a. Licensed Technician Class or higher   

i. 2m, or 70cm (440MHz), or dual-band Transceiver 
ii. Receive Only:  

1. You must have: 
a. SCANNER (Police/EMS/Business/Amateur bands)  
b. Ham Transceiver (cannot transmit unless emergency)   

c. CH3 
i. Two-way Communications: 

1. You must have: (No license Required)   
a. *CB , FRS, or MURS Transceiver 
b. Note: Some ham radios can receive and transmit on FRS 

and MURS frequencies, although it’s not technically legal 
to transmit.  

*Must have a CB radio capable of Single Side Band in order to participate in SSB Citizen Band 
nets  

ii. Receive Only: 
1. SCANNER (FRS/MURS)  Some scanners will go as low as 27 MHz, 

which is required for listening to the CB bands. 
2. Shortwave Radio (CB)   

 
 
 
 
 

NOTE:  Always use your FCC Call Sign when transmitting over Amateur Radio frequencies.  

Use your AmRRON code name (NOT your FCC Call Sign) over unlicensed, CH3 channels.  
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2. TO PARTICIPATE IN REGULAR PRACTICE NETS DURING ‘GRID-UP’: 
a. Look up Regularly-Scheduled Nets on AmRRON.com  to find a net that is 

operating within your capabilities in your area.   
 

b. Determine the time/day and frequency/mode of the net you want to 
participate in.  Tune (and test) your radio prior to the scheduled net.  Listen for 
AmRRON net traffic and respond on the radio (if capable). 

 
c. If you can receive only (if you are only monitoring or other stations cannot hear 

you) then you can report using the following methods: 
 
1.  Online Monitoring/Receiving Net Check-in Form: 
      http://www.amrron.com/monitoring-station-nets-check-in-form/  
 
2.  Or, send us an email at Nets@AmRRON.com   

 
d. If you have Two-Way Communications that are working properly: 

i. Listen for NCS (Net Control Station) to start the net with a preamble.  
Assure you are listening to the net you’re trying to participate in.  Follow 
instructions. 

ii. *When prompted for check-ins, check in with: 
1. Ham net:  Your FCC Call Sign 
2. CH3 (no license req):  Your ARN/AmRRON Code Name  

*Never use your ARN/AmRRON Code name over ham radio during 
peacetime, and never use your FCC Call Sign over CH3 Nets.   

 
e. Make a note of the Net Word Of The Week, or other pertinent traffic put out by 

NCS.   
f. When prompted by NCS to take CH3 check-ins, attempt to take contacts in your 

area using a CH3 device (CB radio, FRS, or MURS).   
g. Remember to relay NWOTW or other pertinent traffic received from the net to 

those on CH3.  If you get no check-ins, then put information out ‘in the blind’ in 
case someone is listening but are unable to talk back to you.   

Always act as if someone out there can hear you, even if you can’t hear them! 
- SEE SIMPLE CH3 NET/CONTACT  SCRIPT 
 

h. Report any check-ins to NCS when prompted. 
i. If no CH3 contacts made, report ‘No CH3 Contacts on [CB, FRS, or MURS].  

Whichever channel you attempted check-ins on.   
 

 

 

http://www.amrron.com/nets-regional-national/
http://www.amrron.com/nets-regional-national/
http://www.amrron.com/monitoring-station-nets-check-in-form/
mailto:Nets@AmRRON.com
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5.2  To Start a Net: 
 If there is not an active net in your local/regional area, THEN START ONE!   

 

References to reporting your net, or listeners checking in, by email is obviously only for grid-up, internet-up 

situations, and are included here primarily for participating in pre-disaster training/regularly-scheduled nets.   

 

1. Check Net Schedule on AmRRON.com to verify there are no nets listed in your area. 
Or, 
If there is supposed to be a net in your area, but no one seems to be starting the net according 
to schedule, or it appears that NCS is out of service. 
 
Step forward and take responsibility and ‘Act as Net Control’ for the local/regional net. 

 
2. Add your net to the directory!  Go to http://www.amrron.com/scheduled-nets-update-request/  

 

3. Ops-check your gear and all settings with someone else whenever you can, prior to net. 

 

4. Have the following items on hand: 

a. Notepad/pens/pencils 

b. Scripts 

c. Net Control Log 

 

5. DON’T BE AFRAID.  KEY THE MICROPHONE! 

 

6. Send a report of your net to AmRRON@RadioFreeRedoubt.com   

a. Time/Date 

b. Band/Freq/Mode (Voice/Digital/CW)   

c. # Check-ins on primary band (VHF/UHF/HF) 

d. # Check-ins from CH3 (Specify # of FRS, CB, and MURS)   

OR… 

Go to the following website pages to submit a net report 

 AmRRON U/V/CH3 Net Report Form 

http://www.amrron.com/amrron-uvch3-net-control-net-report-form/ 

 AmRRON HF Net Report Form 

http://www.amrron.com/amrron-hf-net-control-net-report-form/ 

 

 

  

 

http://www.amrron.com/scheduled-nets-update-request/
mailto:AmRRON@RadioFreeRedoubt.com
http://www.amrron.com/?p=4538
http://www.amrron.com/?p=4716
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Section 6  Using the Radio   

6.1    Making a Radio Call 
 

 

 

 

 

Experienced operators are very familiar with radio procedures.  This section is for the new 

communicator, especially as it pertains to AmRRON protocol.  (Extremely useful on CH3 frequencies) 

 

Step 1. Check the SOI to make sure you are on the correct frequency at the correct time 

Step 2.  Ensure your radio volume is turned up loud enough to hear other stations (operators) 

Step 3.  Key the mic at least a half second before speaking, and wait a half second before un-keying.  

 Hold the mic approximately 3 – 4 inches away from your mouth, and slightly to the side, and 

  speak PAST the mic, not directly in to it.  This is especially important on UHF/VHF radios.   

Step 4.  Making the call: 

 A)  If you know the other station’s code name/call sign: 

  Always use the other station’s ID, and then your own 

        “AmRRON <other station’s call sign> this is AmRRON <your call sign>, over”   

… then wait 10 to 15 seconds … then say again…    

  Repeat this process a couple of times.  If nothing is heard, then clear your call: 

      “This is <your call sign>, nothing heard.  Out”  (or simply state your call sign/code name)   

 B)  If you are not a member of AmRRON, you can simply assign yourself a call sign based on the 

        initials of your name, phonetically:  (If your name is John Smith) 

  “AmRRON, <other station’s call sign> this is AmRRON,  “Juliet Sierra, over” 

 C)  If you are trying to make contact with ANY AmRRON Operator who will respond: 

  Unknown party is referred to as “X-Ray”   

  “AmRRON X-Ray, this is AmRRON Juliet Sierra, over.” 

 

If the responding party is actually an AmRRON member (or a Redoubter) he/she should respond with his 

AmRRON call sign/code name, replacing “AmRRON X-Ray” (unknown party) with his own. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

When communicating on an AmRRON frequency – If a frequency is jammed, crowded by 

other users (called QRM), or otherwise unusable, keep stepping up 20 kHz (146.420 -> 

146.440 -> etc.) until you locate a useable frequency.  If you reach 146.500 and still cannot 

locate a useable frequency, then switch to UHF (70cm AmRRON Simplex). 

SECURITY ALERT!   If a station responds with “…this is AmRRON X-Ray, what’s up?”   

 This should raise a red flag!    Ask him to verify his call sign.  If he responds again with “…this 

is AmRRON X-Ray” he is being deceptive and should be avoided.   

END COMMUNICATIONS WITH HIM IMMEDIATELY! 
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6.2   Net Scripts (What to say while starting/running a local net) 

 

KEEP IT SIMPLE!  …JUST GET THE MESSAGE OUT! 

 

EXAMPLES 

 

-  Turn to desired channel, and listen for 15 to 30 seconds.  Don’t hear anything? 

-  Make sure the frequency is clear and not already in use. 

-  Key the mic:  “This is AmRRON <your call sign>, is this channel (or frequency) in use?” 

 

Super Simple Contact: 

 

“AmRRON <call sign>, this is AmRRON <your call sign>, are there any AmRRON/Redoubt operators on 

the air?  Any AmRRON Operators wishing to make contact, over” 

 

Super Simple Informal Net Script:  

 

Preamble:  

“This is AmRRON <your call sign>, initiating the local _______ (CB/FRS/MURS) AmRRON emergency 

communications (*practice) net on Channel 3.  Is there anyone wishing to check in to the AmRRON CH3 

Net?” 

 

- Wait 10 – 15 seconds for a response.  If you hear a response, offer to check them in to the net.  Write 

down their call sign/code name so you can relay it to a local 2m net control station, or maintain it for 

your own records if you are not in contact with a 2m net.   

 

- If no response is heard: 

Repeat the preamble.  Then: 

 

“Nothing heard on my end.  If you can hear me, but I’m unable to hear you, this is AmRRON <your call 

sign>, with the local AmRRON CH3 Net on ______ (CB, FRS, MURS) channel three.  This is an 

emergency communications (*practice) Net.  I have the following  message to pass.  The message is as 

follows, _______________________________ “(If this is a practice net, relay the NWOTW – Net Word 

Of The Week).  Otherwise, pass the information, and then repeat it. 

 

Close your net.  “This is AmRRON <your call sign>.  I have no further traffic and will now close the net.  

AmRRON <your call sign>, OUT.”   

 

*During non-emergency nets on the CH3 radios, always announce that this as an emergency 

PRACTICE net.    
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The following script can be found in full PDF at AmRRON.com  

 

INFORMAL Channel 3 Nets (FULL SCRIPT) 

This is intended to provide general guidance and a basic script to aid in the use of the Channel 3 project, 

within the AmRRON communications program.   It was designed to be used during practice nets. 

For use with CB, FRS, and/or MURS: 

When you are conducting your own local CH3 Net and acting as a Net Control Station (NCS) 

-or- 

When you are part of a larger net and directed by NCS to attempt contact and exchange  

messages or take check-ins on CH3. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Good evening (morning/afternoon), this is _______________________ AmRRON <your call sign> 

with AmRRON, the American Redoubt Radio Operators Network, and the CH3 project, 

conducting a (practice) communications net on __________ (CB/FRS/MURS) Channel 3.   

Is there anyone wishing to check in to the AmRRON CH3 Net?”  

<Pause and wait for approximately 10 –15 seconds>  

-  Take check-ins and give them the NWOTW (Net Word Of The Week) and/or message traffic. -  

-  Relay back to NCS or log the contacts and any message traffic.  

<If nothing is heard after the 10 –15 second pause, repeat opening announcement message>  

-  If you hear no other stations coming back to you, then continue: 

“Nothing heard. If anyone can hear me, but I am unable to hear you, the Net Word Of The 

Week is ___________________ (repeat NWOTW and then spell it phonetically).  

You can report this contact by emailing the Net Word Of The Week to 

AmRRON@RadioFreeRedoubt.com, to let us know you were able to hear us, and let us know if 

you heard this practice exercise on either a two-way radio or a scanner.  

Once again, this is ________________________ with the American Redoubt Radio Operators 

Network conducting a practice net for emergency or disaster preparedness purposes 

on ________________ (CB, FRS, MURS) Channel 3. 

Any stations wishing to check in, please come now.  

<Pause 10 –15 Seconds. Respond and take check-ins if there are any> 

A)  This concludes this AmRRONCH3 emergency communications net. This is __________, 

CLEAR.  

-Or- 

B)  This concludes this AmRRON CH3 emergency communications net. I will be standing by for 

the next _____ minutes in case there are any late-comers. 

This is _____________, CLEAR.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

NOTE:  This is a guideline for conducting PRACTICE CH3 nets.  Modify it for use in your area in a 

real-world emergency communications situation.  

http://www.amrron.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Net-Operating-Guide_CH3.pdf
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6.3   Authenticating  (Friend or Foe?) 
    It is important to note that there is no way you can truly authenticate friend/foe using a widely-

distributed, nationwide authentication method.  This is designed to heavily increase the odds that you 

are making contact with another party who is involved in AmRRON/TAPRN.  Authenticating someone 

over the radio does not mean he/she is necessarily a “good” guy.  It means that he has a very high 

probability of being an AmRRON Operator.  The AmRRON/TAPRN typically draws conservative, patriotic, 

preparedness-minded people to its membership, but you do not know what is truly in a man’s heart and 

what his intentions are, especially if you’ve never met him before. 

 

   You should always develop a separate, internal authentication protocol for your family, friends, or 

retreat group.  This should also include a ‘Distress Word’ or other method to let others know you are in 

grave danger, or are under duress.   

 

   There are three layers of authentication in the AmRRON/TAPRN standardized communications plan. 

1.  The ‘AmRRON’ prefix 

2.  The ‘AmRRON X-Ray’ call sign  

3.  The Ten-Letter Daily Word (MASHEDROCK)   

 

1.  THE AmRRON PREFIX 

 When you hear “AmRRON,” or “TAPRN,” you’re probably talking to a 

  patriot/prepper.  That’s a good sign.  But maintain vigilance.  Security!     

 

2.  The ‘AmRRON X-Ray’ call sign 

 - Ham operators use the term “CQ CQ CQ” to mean “calling any station” 

 - AmRRON Operators use “AmRRON X-Ray” to call for any (no particular) station 

 - Protocol for responding to someone calling for “AmRRON X-Ray” is to respond with your call 

     sign, or the initials of your name, phonetically, but NEVER with “This is AmRRON X-Ray.”     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SECURITY ALERT!   If a station responds with “…this is AmRRON X-Ray, what’s up?”   

 This should raise a red flag!    Ask him to verify his call sign.  If he responds again with “…this 

is AmRRON X-Ray” he is being deceptive and should be avoided.   

END COMMUNICATIONS WITH HIM IMMEDIATELY! 
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6.4  Ten-Letter Authentication (word) 

Remember:  MASHEDROCK 
 

 

 

The authentication word is a ten-letter word, with no duplicate letters.  Each letter has a 

corresponding number as its value.  In this particular word, M=1  H=4  C=9   

HOW TO USE IT   

If the station you are in contact with is responding appropriately to your challenge, he is either 

an AmRRON Operator, or a really sophisticated bad guy.  There are many ways this can be used 

to authenticate that someone has the same SOI as you (which is what this does).   

 

1.  Ask for a sum.  What is the sum of ‘Mike’ and ‘Charlie’?   

     Answer:  Ten (or One Zero) 

 

2.  Expedient method.  What is the fourth letter of the [authentication] word? 

     Answer:  Hotel   

 

Design your own authentication for your family, group, or team. 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Ten-Letter’ Word Authentication 

M A S H E D R O C K 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

SECURITY ALERT!    

NEVER…  EVER!!!  Say the whole ten-letter word over the air.  EVER!!!!! 
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6.5 Custom Communications Plan (Pocket SOI) 

 

This page shows two sample versions of how you could customize your own communications plan. 

Go to the Blank Custom Communications Plan sheet on page 50 to make your own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comm Schedule (Odd Days) 

POCKET SOI 

NAME Call Sign Channel Check-in notes  

Cabin 

 

Base CB-8 

MURS 3 

 CB off except 

check-in time 

Switch to CB ch3 

on hour 

Dave 

 

Delta-55 MURS 3 

2m ham 

hourly On the 10  Ham: 

146.420 

 Joe 

 

Juliet-1 MURS 2 hourly On the 20  

Jennifer 
 Juliet-7 CB-8  hourly On the 15  

Coyote Gulch Net  (Mike)   

POCKET SOI 

Time Freq. Channel  Description  

1500hrs/ 

CB 

--  

3 

 Local CB 

AmRRON net 

 

1530hrs/ 

CB 

-- 36 

LSB 

 Local CB SSB 

Net 

 

Hourly 

2m 

146.535 

Simplex 

--  :45 after Smiths Check-

in 

Larry Smith 

KE_ _ _ W 

1920hrs 

Daily 

146.420 

Simplex 

Change Batteries 

Prior 

AmRRON 

Net 

Jim - W7_ _ L 

Net Control 

SAMPLE ‘Pocket SOI’ examples for 

Customizable Comm Plans 

SAMPLE ‘Pocket SOI’ examples for 

Customizable Comm Plans 
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Section 7 - Frequency Tables 

7.1   ARRL Amateur Band Plan 

 Since this PDF is Copyrighted material, we provide the link so you can download and 

  print the Plan yourself and include it in your Communications Binder.   

 http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Regulatory/Band%20Chart/Hambands_color.pdf  

 

7.2   Considerate Radio Operator’s Guide 

This PDF is Copyrighted, but is a FREE download.   Go to the following website and 

 download and print it and place it in your Communications Binder. 

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/conop.pdf  

 

7.3   FRS (Family Radio Service) 

Some brands may deviate from this standard.  Check the frequencies listed by the 

manufacturer of your brand. 

Channel Frequency (MHz) Notes 

1 462.5625 Shared with GMRS 

2 462.5875 Shared with GMRS 

3 462.6125 Shared with GMRS 

4 462.6375 Shared with GMRS 

5 462.6625 Shared with GMRS 

6 462.6875 Shared with GMRS 

7 462.7125 Shared with GMRS 

8 467.5625 FRS use only 

9 467.5875 FRS use only 

10 467.6125 FRS use only 

11 467.6375 FRS use only 

12 467.6625 FRS use only 

13 467.6875 FRS use only 

14 467.7125 FRS use only 

 

Some clubs such as REACT International, Inc. and the National SOS Radio Network have  

recommended FRS Channel 1 as a national emergency/calling channel. 

Monitor CH1 for information, but remember the rule:  STAY AWAY FROM THE CROWDS 

 

 

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Regulatory/Band%20Chart/Hambands_color.pdf
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/conop.pdf
http://www.reactintl.org/
http://www.nationalsos.com/
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7.4   GMRS (General Multi-use Radio Service) License Required 
This band is not used for AmRRON, but due to the popularity among some prepper groups, it is added 

for reference.  

For use with simplex operation.  Frequencies shared with FRS 

 

Name Frequency 
Motorola Ch. 

Config. 

"5625" or "FRS 1" 462.5625 MHz Ch. 1 

"5875" or "FRS 2" 462.5875 Ch. 2 

"6125" or "FRS 3" 462.6125 Ch. 3 

"6375" or "FRS 4" 462.6375 Ch. 4 

"6625" or "FRS 5" 462.6625 Ch. 5 

"6875" or "FRS 6" 462.6875 Ch. 6 

"7125" or "FRS 7" 462.7125 Ch. 7 

 

For use with GMRS repeaters (+ offset) 5 MHz 

Name 
Lower frequency 

(repeater output) 

Upper frequency 

(repeater input) 

Motorola Ch. 

Config 

"550" 462.550 MHz 467.550 MHz Ch. 15 

"575" 462.575 467.575 Ch. 16 

"600" 462.600 467.600 Ch. 17 

"625" 462.625 467.625 Ch. 18 

"650" 462.650 467.650 Ch. 19 

"675" 462.675 467.675 Ch. 20 

"700" 462.700 467.700 Ch. 21 

"725" 462.725 467.725 Ch. 22 
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7.5   MURS (Multi-Use Radio Service) 

 

Channel Frequency Channel Name 

1 151.820 MHz -- 

2 151.880 MHz -- 

3 151.940 MHz -- 

4 154.570 MHz Blue Dot 

5 154.600 MHz Green Dot 

 

 

7.6  CB (Citizens Band) 

 

Channel Freq Channel Freq Channel Freq Channel Freq 

1 26.965  11 27.085  21 27.215  31 27.315  

2 26.975  12 27.105  22 27.225  32 27.325  

3 26.985  13 27.115  23 27.255  33 27.335  

4 27.005  14 27.125  24 27.235  34 27.345  

5 27.015  15 27.135  25 27.245  35 27.355  

6 27.025  16 27.155  26 27.265  *36 27.365  

7 27.035  17 27.165  27 27.275  37 27.375  

8 27.055  18 27.175  28 27.285  38 27.385  

9 27.065  19 27.185  29 27.295  39 27.395  

10 27.075  20 27.205  30 27.305  40 27.405  

 

*CH 36 (LSB) is the AmRRON SSB hailing frequency 
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7.7   NOAA Weather Alert  
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)  

 At least one of these frequencies is  active in nearly every part of the country.   

 

 
 

7.8   National Calling/Hailing Frequencies 
FRS Ch. 1  (CERT and other national disaster response programs) 

MURS N/A 

CB Ch. 19  ‘Trucker’s Channel’ 

Ch. 9   (for emergency) – Rarely ever monitored anymore 

2m  146.520 MHz (National Simplex Freq) 

Marine VHF -  Ch. 16   

 

7.9   UTC Time Server Frequencies 
 The following frequencies are excellent for receiving UTC Time (Zulu Time).  In a grid-down 

communications situation, time accuracy for nets, transmitting, and/or receiving important information 

will be critical.  

 Frequency Station Location  

 2.5000  Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 

 3.3300  Ottawa, Canada 

 2.5000  Kekaha, Hawaii, USA 

 5.0000  Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 

 5.0000  Kekaha, Hawaii, USA 

 7.850   Ottawa, Canada 

 10.0000 WWV Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 

 10.0000 Kekaha, Hawaii, USA Continuous 

 14.6700 Ottawa, Canada 

15.0000 Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 

15.0000 Kekaha, Hawaii, USA 

20.0000 Fort Collins, Colorado, USA 

 

RED indicates stations that are typically the clearest and strongest signals in the U.S.  

 

To adjust Zulu Time to your local time, see the  ZULU Time Converter 

 

162.400 162.425 162.450 162.475 

162.500 162.525 162.550 
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Section 8    Software (Free & Downloadable)   

 

CHIRP (radio programming software for Windows and MAC)  
Programs:  Alinco, Baofeng, Icom, Jetstream, Kenwood, Puxing, TYT, Vertex Standard, Wouxun, and Yaesu) 

http://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Download 

 

FLDIGI Download Page for fldigi/flarq, flamp, flmsg 

Note:  This is the software that will allow you to decode digital modes such as PSK31, MT-63, 

Olivia, CW – Morse code, and MANY more! 

http://www.w1hkj.com/download.html  

 

Section 9    Internet Resources 
  

FREE downloadable PDF Files 

Manually program your Baofeng Radio using the keypad (IMPORTANT!)  Print it! 

http://www.vhfclub.org/downloads/BAOFENF%20Final.pdf  

 

Off Grid Survival Ham Cheat Sheet (Downloadable PDF) 

http://offgridsurvival.com/wp-content/themes/church_10/images/2012/10/HAMCHEATSHEET.pdf  

 

Other Online Resources 

Radio Reference dot com (perfect for scanners and ham receivers alike!) 

This site is an excellent source for ham repeaters, police/fire, local/state government, business, 

and other bands. 

http://www.radioreference.com/apps/db/  

 

Locate antennas in your AO (Cell phone, Businesses, Emergency Services, Amateur Radio, etc.) 

http://www.antennasearch.com/  

 

Shortwave Radio Listener Guides 

http://www.shortwaveradio.com/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Download
http://www.w1hkj.com/download.html
http://www.vhfclub.org/downloads/BAOFENF%20Final.pdf
http://offgridsurvival.com/wp-content/themes/church_10/images/2012/10/HAMCHEATSHEET.pdf
http://www.radioreference.com/apps/db/
http://www.antennasearch.com/
http://www.shortwaveradio.com/
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Section 10  Other Frequencies & Nets of interest 
Some of these resources are not necessarily patriot oriented, but may be good resources to monitor 

for your situational awareness.  

 SATERN (Salvation Army Team Emergency Radio Network) 

http://68.14.236.34/Saternorg/net.html  

 Great Northern Boaters Net – http://www.toandos.com/bnnbn.html 

 Maritime Mobile Net 14.300MHz – Also is the IARU Region 2 Emergency 

Communications Frequency for ships and weather forecasts (Monitored 24/7/365)  

 NoonTime Net  http://www.noontimenet.org/  

7268.5 kHz. and 3970 kHz 

 Montana Traffic Net.  http://montanatrafficnet.com/ 

 3950 liberty net- http://3950.net/3950-and-the-liberty-net/ 

 Idaho ARES/RACES Net http://www.idahoarrl.info/Net.htm  

 

My Favorite Nets 

Net 
Name 

Dial 
Freq. 

Day/Time Notes 

    
    
    

    
    
    

    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    

    

http://68.14.236.34/Saternorg/net.html
http://www.toandos.com/bnnbn.html
http://www.noontimenet.org/
http://montanatrafficnet.com/
http://3950.net/3950-and-the-liberty-net/
http://www.idahoarrl.info/Net.htm
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Section 11  Helpful Items for the ham shack 
 

Items to have handy: 

- A 3-ring COMMUNICATIONS binder 

 - Print everything out in hard copy + have it on EMP-protected thumb drive(s) 

 - Operator Manuals for every piece of equipment you have 

- Notepad(s) and pens/pencils (and sharpener) 

- Maps – Individual maps of the United States, your state, your county, etc. 

- Flashlight (Hands-free headlamp is highly recommended)  

- AmRRON forms (logs, reports, guides, and reference)    

- Dual clocks (battery operated) with LOCAL and ZULU Times displayed 

- Ear buds (Consume less power than your radio speakers)  

- Digital or Tape audio recorder for capturing digital and voice transmissions for later review 

   (in case you miss something) 

- Keep the .exe file of all of your downloaded commo software on a flash drive and keep the  

   versions updated. 

- Spare batteries for all your equipment  

 

 

 

 

Section 12  Become an AmRRON operator 

 

JOIN AmRRON!  It’s easy.  It’s anonymous.  It’s *free 
For details, go to http://www.amrron.com/join-amrron/  
 

*One category (AmRRON CORPS) requires an annual membership fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.amrron.com/?p=6253
http://www.amrron.com/join-amrron/
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LEGAL NOTE: 

Under FCC Rules, it is illegal to send encrypted messages over Amateur Radio bands, or to otherwise hide 

the true meaning of a message. 

Also, you must hold a General Class license, or higher, to operate in the 20, 40, or 80 meter bands using 

Voice or Digital Modes.   

 

 

 

Section 13  Forms and Reports  
 

Page Document ID#  Name    

41 AFP-75   Communications Log 

42 AFP-105  Radio Message Form 

44 AFP-76   Net Control Station Log 

46 AFP-100  SPOT Report 

48 AFP-110  SITREP form (Situation Report)  

50 AFP-78   COMINT Intercept Worksheet 

52 N/A   Custom Communications Plan  

 

Go to AmRRON.com for the Monitoring Intercept Form (AFP-77)  

Access the Forms Directory online at:  http://www.amrron.com/amrron-forms/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.amrron.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/AmRRON_Monitoring_Intercept_Form_AFP-77.pdf
http://www.amrron.com/amrron-forms/
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13.1  Communications Log    

Date: Call Sign/Station ID: Page____ of _____ 

Time Period  -  From:                                  To:    

Location:   

 

Time Call Sign Freq./ 
Chan. 

Mode Message/Notes 

 

     
     

      
     

     
     

     

     
     

     
     

     

     
     

     
     

     
     

     

     
     

     
     

     

     
     

     
     
AFP-75 Rev 201412010001      Print Multiple Copies 
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13.2 AmRRON Radio Message Form 
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Guidance for using AmRRON Radio Messages form 

Line # Title Description 

Line 1 Msg # Assigned by you.  Typically start with #001.  Start over monthly or yearly 

Line 2 Precedence Routine Non-emergency traffic, such as announcements, welfare checks, etc.  

Priority Important.  Takes precedence over Routine traffic.   

Immediate High Importance and/or very time sensitive.  Takes precedence over 
Priority and Routine traffic.   

FLASH Extremely important.  Takes precedence over ALL other traffic.  All 
stations immediately stop any traffic and yield to stations handling 
FLASH messages.  Respond to requests for assistance.  

Line 3 DTG  Date Time Group in YYYYMMDD HHMM format.  Use Zulu time/date 

Line 4 From Party originating the message (Include location) 

Line 5 To Party for whom the message is intended (Include location) 

Line 6 INFO Any special handling (or other) instructions 

Line 7 SUBJ  Subject of the message 

Line 8 Group 
Count  

Number of words in message, including punctuation  
(see explanation in line 9 instructions)  

Line 9  Message 25 words maximum, 5 per line; Use “xray” for a period (.) and “query” 
for a question mark (?). 

Line 10 From Receiving station notes which station from which message received.  

Line 11 To Station handling message notes who message sent to after receiving.  

Line 12 DTG Rcvd Date Time Group indicating when message received 

Line 13 DTG Sent Date Time Group indicating when message was sent by handling statn 

Line 14 Rcvd Initials Initials of receiving station operator 

Line 15 Send Initials Initials of sending operator 
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                 NCS Call Sign:______________ 

Date(Zulu): Band:                          Mode: Freq:  

NWOTW (Net Word Of The Week):  

NCS Location:   Net Time (Local): Net Time (Zulu) : 

 

 
Time 

Call 
Sign 

 
Name 

 
State 

City or County 
(optional) 

Check In  
Relayed by 

# of CH3 
Contacts Dir Rel 

         

         
         

         
         

         

         
         

         
         

         
         

         

         
         

         
         

         

         
         

         
         

         
         

         

         
         

         
         
AFP-76 Rev 201412010001     Print Multiple Copies 

   13.3  Net Control Station (NCS) Log                  
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Mode: 

Voice or Digital.  If digital, specify which mode (PSK31, Olivia, CW, etc.)   

 

Call Sign:  When logging call signs, feel free to abbreviate.  For example, Romeo Whiskey-09 

should be written as ‘RW-09’.   It’s faster and takes less space.  

 

Check In: 

Note whether the station reported in Directly (Dir) or was Relayed (Rel).  If relayed, note the 

station ID that conducted the Relay.   

 

CH3 Contacts: 

Any contacts made in the reporting station’s local area on CB, FRS, MURS, or other 

communications devices.  Remember when asking for CH3 Check-ins, to have the 

relaying/reporting station specify which band contact was made. 
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AFP-100 REV 20141114 

 

S -ize 

A -ctivity 

L  -ocation 

U -nit 

T -ime 

E -quipment 

Who 

What 

Where 

When 

Why 

How (How many) 

13.4 SPOT REPORTS 

SPOT REPORT 
(SALUTE & 5 W’s) 

 
 
The Spot Report is a guide to assist with reporting threatening or potentially threatening activity that you or someone you 

know have observed.  Designed as a tool to aid soldiers in reporting observed enemy activity, this can be adapted to report 

criminal activity, invading military forces, or forces of an oppressive regime.   This is a combination of two reporting formats 

(SALUTE & 5W’s).  Fill everything out as soon and as accurately as possible.   

S Size  (Platoon?  Battalion?  #Vehicles  #Persons) 

A Activity  (Convoy, Checkpoint, Patrol, Cordon, Training, Interrogation, Relocating/evacuating Citizens, Etc) 
 
 

L Location   (GPS/Grid Coord, address, road name/#, Direction, proximity to landmarks, nearest town, etc.) 
 
 

U Unit   (Domestic/Foreign, Police, Military, branch, guard/reserve, Unit Designation, civ supt, volunteer, 
etc.) 
 
 

T Time & Duration  (Time/Date Group:  Yr mo date 24hr-time  eg.  20131117 0930 Mtn/Pcfc/Zulu/etc.) 
 
 

E Equipment  Weapons, equip, supplies, vehicles, armor, etc. 
 
 

 

Who 
Who are you (Code name)?  Did you witness this yourself?  Who did?  Is this person credible/reliable? 
Who did you speak with?  Who told you this?  Did you get his/her contact information?   

What 
What happened?  What did you see?  What did you hear?  What did they say to you?  What was the 
end result?   (CREATE A TIMELINE, in Chronological Sequence)   

Where 
Same as ‘L’ (Location) in the SALUTE report.  Where did this happen/is this located?  What direction?  
Location of first and last observation? 

When Same as ‘T’ (Time) in the SALUTE report.  Time/Date and duration. 

Why 
Explanation given for activity (yours & theirs), if any.  Why were you there and why did you have 
access to this event/information? (Passerby, Observed, participated, solicited, coerced, detained, etc.) 

How/ 
How 
Many 

How do you know?  How did they treat you?  How did you react?  How were they carrying out this 
activity?   
How many people, trucks, tents, crates, trailers, antennas, backpacks,  

DOCUMENTATION:  Photos, Sketches, Maps, Copies of Documents, Videos, Audio Interviews 
or Interview Transcripts/Notes. Each piece of documentation should be accompanied by a 
description with basic 5W’s/How (or SALUTE) information.  Who provided the documentation?   
<INCLUDE AND/OR ATTACH DOCUMENTATION> 
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AFP-100 REV 20141114 

 

NARRATIVE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If it won’t all fit here, don’t squeeze it in.  Create and use more pages.  For those of you who 

have it, we prefer to receive reports in an encrypted (pgp/gpg) email format. 
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AFP-110 Rev 201412010001 

1. FROM: 
(Sender) 

 

2. TO: 
(Recipient) 

 

3. Current DTG:  
(YYYYMMDD-HHMMZ Use UTC) 

 

4. Incident Number: 
(YYYYMMDD-HHMMZ Use UTC)) 

 

5. Expiration:  
(YYYYMMDD-HHMMZ Use UTC) 

 

6. Location: 
(Lat/Lon, Grid Square, City) 

 

7. Incident Status:    

8. Size and Scope:  

Indicate G, Y, R  (Green, Yellow, Red) in the line next to each category (9 – 15) 

9.   Overall Hazard:  

10. Current Weather:  

11. 48 hr Weather:  

12. Infrastructure:  

13. Political:  

14. Civil:  

15. Communications:  
 

16. Remarks: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green – No effect       Yellow – low/moderate or possible effect       Red – Adverse effect/high danger 

13.5  Situation Report Form 
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SITREP Form Instructions 

1.  FROM:  This is the person/station actually sending the report.   

2.  TO:   This is the intended recipient (person/station) 

3.   Current DTG:  The time/date group (Zulu) that the report is completed 

4.  Incident Number:  This is the DTG of incident (may be the same as Current DTG) 

5.  Expiration: Date and Time when report can reasonably be expected to be obsolete or no 

     longer useful and should not continue to be circulated.   

6.  LOCATION:  Location of affected area the report refers to.  Specificity is important; grid 

     coord, mile marker, hwy number, address, city, county, state, etc. 

7.  Incident Status:  NEW: Indicates first report.  ONGOING: Indicates new developments 

related to a previously reported incident.  Incident number will be the same as first report 

number, but should end with alpha character for each subsequent report (eg.  -A, -B, -C, etc.).  

RESOLVED: Report that incident or threat is over.  Not always necessary, especially when 

accompanied by a ‘Expiration’ DTG.     

8.  Size and Scope: Local (town, county, etc).  Regional (Mulitiple counties to multiple 

     states).  National (Entire nation or multiple locations across the nation affected).  

9.  Overall Hazard:  Summarized assessment of threat level, overall.  

10. Current Weather: Currently causing or strong potential for dangerous or damaging 

      weather conditions. 

12.  Infrastructure:  Availability/servicability of utilities and services, such as 

       electricity, internet, roadways and bridges, hospitals, water & 

       sewer, emergency services, etc.  

13.  Political:  Stable, cooperative and functional? Hostile and oppressive?  Citizens access to  

       government to address grievances?  Rule of Law being followed by members of govt? 

14.  Civil:  Cooperative and peaceful?  Crime, looting, unrest?  Churches and communities 

       working together?   

15.  Communications:  Availability of communications (phone, internet, commercial radio & 

       television, ham radio repeaters, emergency services, etc.  

16.  Remarks:  This is a narrative box for adding specific details.  Be brief and concise. 

       Eliminate unnecessary words, but be thorough with details about facts.  Avoid opinions.  

 

GREEN:  Safe, normal, and unaffected      

YELLOW:  Potential or minor disruptions or threat   

RED:  Severely disrupted/non-operational and/or threatening situation imminent or ongoing 
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13.6  COMINT Intercept Worksheet 
 

Part-1 (from sparks31 28Apr2014) 

1. Date: 

2. Time: 

3. Freq: 

4. Mode: 

5. PL/DPL/NAC: 

6. Signal Strength: 

7. Bearing: 

8. Agency/dept.: 

9. Local, state, federal: 

10. Who initiated transmission: 

11. Initiating call sign: 

12. Who responded? (police, fire, FEMA, TSA etc.): 

13. Responding call sign: 

14. Summary of transmission: 

15. Action taken: 

16. Who notified: 

17. Monitoring operator: 

 

 

 

 

AFP-78 Rev 201412010001 

https://sparks31.wordpress.com/author/sparks31/
https://sparks31.wordpress.com/2014/04/28/comint-intercept-report-example/
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Part-2 AmRRON COMINT Intercept/Collection Objectives  

(from John Jacob) 

 
Using Transceivers, scanners, receivers, the internet, and any other OSINT, IMINT, HUMINT resources, 

the AmRRON SIGINT team will collect all communications and information related to the SET, to 

determine: 

1.  What is the scenario (incident or disaster) that is developing? 

2.  What are the affected areas?  (Size and scope) 

3.  Who are the communications support personnel? 

4.  What is their organizational structure?   

5.  Where are they located?  How are their teams/stations configured? What is their site physical 

security? 

6.  What organizations/persons are they supporting?  Locations?   

7.  What is the organizational structure of the entity being supported?  

8.  Is this a multi-agency effort?  

9.  Who has jurisdiction over the operations? 

10.  What is the role/tasking of each contributing organization?   

11.  Which person/group is responsible for tactical/operational decisions? 

12.  What means/modes of communications are they using? 

13.  How are they disseminating information?  (Radio - voice/digital/email, phone, email, social media, 

courier, other)  

14.  How are they receiving information? (Public hot lines, citizen reports, news media) 

15.  What communications are they monitoring? 

16.  What is the intent of the jurisdictional organization? 

17.  What are their immediate future actions/plans?  

18.  Which communications did they use or mention that was not included in the pre-mission 

intelligence? 

AFP-78 Rev 201412010001 
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13.7  Custom Communications Plan 

For use with practice nets, customized nets, and interoperability plans. 
 

 

Custom Communications Plan (Pocket SOI) 

    Notes 
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14.  Glossary of Terms 
 

AM  Amplitude Modulation  
AmCON  AmRRON  Condition (Emergency communications readiness level)  
AmRRON American Redoubt Radio Operators Network 
ARES  Amateur Radio Emergency Service 
ARRL   Amateur Radio Relay League 
CB  Citizens Band  
CH3  Channel 3 Project – Mutual agreement to standardize the use of channel 3 on FRS, MURS, and CB 
COMINT  Communications Intelligence (Information gathered from monitoring any communications) 
CW  Continuous Wave (Morse Code is sent over radio using CW) 
Digital  A mode used for sending text messages and other data over radio waves, similar to fax machines 
DTG  Date Time Group – Typically uses the following format:  YYYYMMDD-HHMM (Zulu)   
Freq.  Abbreviated term for ‘Frequency’  
Frequency The cycles of radio waves per second.  Typically measured in millions (Mega) or  
  thousands (kilo).  Each cycle is referred to as a ‘Hertz’. 
FRS  Family Radio Service – No license required 
GMRS  General Mobile Radio Service – License required 
GMT  Greenwich (England) Mean Time – Also referred to as ‘UTC’ or ‘Zulu’ time 
Hertz  A single, complete cycle of a radio wave 
HF  High Frequency (also referred to as ‘shortwave’)  (3-30 MHz) 
kHz  kilo Hertz – radio frequency cycles measured in thousands per second 
LSB  Lower Side Band – The lower portion (side) of the band  
MHz  Mega Hertz – radio frequency cycles measured in millions per second 
Mode  The means of transmitting (specifically voice, digital, or CW) 
MURS   Multi Use Radio Service – Uses five frequencies from the business VHF band requiring no license 
NCS  Net Control Station – primary station responsible for facilitating a radio net 
NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – weather and hazards alert system 
OPSEC  Operational Security – The act of keeping your activities/information confidential and private 
OSINT  Open Source Intelligence – News, press releases, internet, public records, etc.   
SIGINT  Signals Intelligence – the gathering of information related to tones, codes, direction finding, etc.  
SITREP  Situation Report 
SPOTREP Aka ‘SPOT’ report.  A format for reporting observed enemy (or other threat) activity 
SSB  Single Side Band (when only one side of the bandwidth is used (USB or LSB) 
TAPRN  The American Preparedness Radio Network 
UHF  Ultra High Frequency (300-3000 MHz) 
USB  Upper Side Band – The upper portion (side) of the band  
UTC  Universal Time Clock – Also referred to as ‘Zulu’ time or ‘GMT’ (Time and Date in Greenwich)   
VHF   Very High Frequency (30-300 MHz)  
Zulu  Same as UTC or Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)  
 
 


